Abstract-The multigrid (MG) method is known as the fast linear solver for large scale finite element analyses. In the iterations of MG, the Gauss-Seidel method is usually adopted as the smoother. Recently, Induced Dimension Reduction (IDR)-based methods receive much attention because these methods solve faster than the other strong solvers such as BiCGStab method. In this paper, we present a performance of MG with adaptive IDR-based Smoother method. Numerical results show that the present method has good convergence and good parallel efficiency in the electromagnetic analyses.
I. INTRODUCTION Multigrid (MG) methods have been applied to electromagnetic field problems so far, to show that it can reduce computational time in comparison with conventional solvers. In the finite element analysis for electromagnetic field problem, the simple or hybrid Gauss-Seidel method is usually adopted in both algebraic and geometric MG. However, Gauss-Seidel method itself has slow convergence. Moreover this method is not suitable for parallel computation, though some parallel algorithms such as multicolor ordering method are known for shared memory systems.
Recently, the Induced Dimension Reduction (IDR)-based methods and its extended methods IDR(s) attract much attention for solving nonsymmetric system equations, because these methods solve faster than the state of the art solvers such as BiCGStab and GPBiCG method [1] [2]. In particular, the adaptive IDR-based Jacobi method has good convergence for the symmetric system obtained by finite element analyses as well as nonsymmetric system equations. Moreover, this method has good parallel efficiency, since this method consists of the matrix-vector multiplications and vector inner-productions, these operations has high parallel efficiency on the distributed memory as well as shared memory systems. In this paper, we present the performance of MG with the adaptive IDR-based Jacobi Smoother in the static magnetic field analyses. , where K f is a system matrix on the fine mesh. In the MG V-cycle procedure, this equation is solved with small iterations using the linear solver called as smoother. The Gauss-Seidel method is usually used for this purpose. In this study, the adaptive IDR-based Jacobi Smoother shown in Fig. 1 is adopted. After smoothing step, the residual vector on the fine mesh is projected onto a coarse mesh using the restriction matrix R. In the coarse mesh, the residual equation, should be solved, where is a error vector corresponding to the projected residual vector . The matrix K c is a system matrix on the coarse mesh. The error vector e f is obtained by , and then, the solution x is updated by . The above procedures are repeated. Table I shows the convergence and computational time of MG on a PC with two CPUs (Intel Xeon 5160). The MG with the present smoother has less iterations and computational time in comparing with GaussSeidel smoother. It is note that the parallel computation using Open MP is used for matrix-vector multiplications. The other applications and discussion in detail are shown in the full version paper. Let x0 be an initial guess, put r0 = b -K x0
Let p be a random vector, set 0 = 0;
for k = 0, 1, 2, ... 
